FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OTCXN Signs Tyr Capital
Leading Swiss Hedge Fund
Joins OTCXN as Core Liquidity Provider
San Francisco, CA – January 22, 2019 -- OTCXN, a blockchain-powered capital markets
infrastructure company today announced that Tyr Capital GmbH, a leading Swiss domiciled
alternative asset manager, has joined the OTCXN network. Established in mid-2018, Tyr provides
a specialized suite of investment services to high-net-worth individuals, family offices and
institutional investors.
This month, Tyr launched its flagship fund, Tyr Capital Arbitrage SP. The fund’s investment
strategy focuses on liquidity provision and relative value opportunities within the cryptocurrency
space, across the Over the Counter (OTC) and electronic markets.
“We are excited to work with Tyr Capital whose management team has deep experience as
leading market makers across a range of traditional assets. Tyr is an important addition to the
globally unique liquidity aggregation solution OTCXN delivers to its broad range of institutional
investors in the digital asset markets,” said Rosario M. Ingargiola, CEO and Founder of OTCXN.
“We are delighted to join forces with OTCXN who have delivered a much needed institutionalgrade solution in the crypto space. Their combined offering of instantaneous settlement and
counterparty risk neutralization allows market participants like us to concentrate on generating
alpha,” said Nick Norris, CEO, Tyr Capital.
OTCXN has soft launched its high-performance matching engine, LiquiMatch, as both a Dark
Pool and Lit Central Limit Order Book hybrid ECN for cryptocurrencies. Clients on the network
will be able to trade on liquidity across all OTCXN trading platforms, including the existing OTC
Block Trading venue, via a single collateral account at their preferred custodian. In addition to
handling native dark and lit orders, LiquiMatch aggregates market makers’ streaming executable
quotes, as well as external exchange liquidity, all of which is tradable without a direct financial
relationship with each counterparty or placing assets at the underlying exchanges.
About Tyr Capital GmbH
Established in mid-2018, Tyr Capital Partners is a Swiss domiciled alternative asset manager,
providing a specialized suite of investment services to high-net-worth individuals, family offices
and institutional investors. The firm’s founding partners are seasoned finance professionals with
a depth of expertise born out of an established trading pedigree in traditional assets and
commodities. Tyr Capital leverages the partners’ understanding of these markets to create a
dynamic trading team. The team actively identifies and capitalizes on opportunities across an
extensive range of traditional, new and disruptive asset classes.
About OTCXN
OTCXN is a capital markets infrastructure company using asset digitization, proprietary
blockchain technology, real-time collateral management and an array of institutional trading

platforms to organize global liquidity and make it tradable via a single account at a custodian on
the network. OTCXN has developed the first technology platform that eliminates counterparty
and settlement risk without the use of balance sheet and credit, and without becoming a
counterparty to transactions. For more information, visit www.otcxn.com and @OTCXN.
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